Picture Walk is a pre-reading strategy that familiarizes students with a text/story prior to
reading. Students preview the images or graphic features in fiction or nonfiction texts to
make predictions, and activate background or prior knowledge to enhance comprehension.
Students make sense of new or unfamiliar vocabulary and/or concepts and explore
answering questions related to the images in depth prior to engaging with the text/story.
Picture Walk can also be useful as a formative assessment tool for teachers.
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A teacher’s understanding of their students’ learning needs helps
determine when to provide universal, targeted, or individualized
instructional strategies. For some students, universal instructional
strategies may be enough to meet their learning needs. For others, more
targeted instructional strategies are the starting point for implementing the
curriculum. The strategy described is a guideline that teachers can use
depending on the learning context.

Why use this strategy in an inclusive learning environment





Sets a purpose for reading and provides students with opportunities for using visual cues to
enhance comprehension.
Provides opportunities to make predictions and anticipate the events in a text/story.
Helps students make connections to the text/story using their prior or background knowledge.
Provides the opportunity to introduce new vocabulary prior to reading.

How this strategy could be used in an inclusive learning environment
1. Select a text/story that is a rich source of images or graphic features that relate directly to the
text.
2. Preview the cover, title, author, and images or graphic features of the text with students. Use a
think-aloud to model how students infer what the text/story is about.
3. Preview the text, either page by page or at pre-selected key sections, encouraging students to
make predictions, reflect on cause-and-effect relationships, and make inferences based upon the
images or graphic clues on each page.
4. Encourage students to share as many details as possible about characters, setting, and events or
information, asking questions to guide their thinking and inferencing skills.
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5. When students encounter new or unfamiliar vocabulary, use the images or graphic features to
review and build comprehension.
6. Once you have completed the picture walk, read the story with students, pausing to discuss
students’ predictions and to review the images or graphic clues they used to make predictions.

Examples
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Tips for individualized supports


Model the picture walk process individually or in a small group to provide additional practice
prior to a larger group activity.



Use the Word Wall to keep track of new and interesting vocabulary that is encountered during
the picture walk.



Use Idea Builder to help students deepen their understanding of new concepts introduced in the
text/story.



Have students work with a peer or in small groups, providing key academic vocabulary in a
student’s first language using peer translation or a bilingual dictionary.
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Review new vocabulary prior to the picture walk activity and/or provide students with a short list
of “look fors” (e.g., key elements, important and/or academic vocabulary) to use while
participating in the activity.



Use a viewing window tracking aid (like a typoscope) over top of the image or graphic features
of a text/story to reduce extraneous visual information and focus the student’s attention on
important visual cues.



Ensure that students’ communication tools have the necessary vocabulary prior to the picture
walk activity.



Provide sentence frames to help students share predictions:
o The diagrams and headings tell me I’m going to be reading about _______________.
o This is important to the text/story because _______________.
o This photo/image tells me _______________ about the characters in the text/story.
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